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Abstract 

Based on a modified direct algebraic method, the Jacobi elliptic function 
travelling wave solutions for the coupled system of variant Boussinesq 
equations and the coupled system of KdV equations are obtained. The present 
solutions can degenerate to the hyperbolic function solutions or the 
trigonometric function solutions which have been proposed in the previous 
works if the modulus m in Jacobi elliptic functions satisfies 1→m  or .0→m  
Moreover, the method can be applied to a wide class of coupled nonlinear 
evolution equations. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the investigation of nonlinear evolution equations 
(NLEEs) has played a significant role in many scientific applications, 
such as electromagnetic, acoustics, electrochemistry, cosmology, and fluid 
mechanics. Various approaches to searching for the travelling wave 
solutions of NLEEs have been proposed including the inverse scattering 
method [1-3], Darboux transformation method [4-6], Bäcklund 
transformation method [7, 8], Hirota bilinear method [9-11], Lie group 
analysis method [12, 13], and so on. In recent years, a direct algebraic 
method is used in [14] for solving the coupled partial differential 
equations to obtained the hyperbolic function solutions and the 
trigonometric function solutions. In this article, the direct algebraic 
method is modified, and by this method, the Jacobi elliptic function 
travelling solutions are presented for the coupled system of variant 
Boussinesq equations and coupled system of KdV equations. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the 
modified direct algebraic method is presented. In Section 3, we 
implement this method for finding the Jacobi elliptic function travelling 
wave solutions of the coupled system of variant Boussinesq equations and 
the coupled system of KdV equations. The conclusion is drawn in the last 
section. 

2. The Modified Direct Algebraic Method 

The following is a given nonlinear coupled partial differential 
equation with two variables x and t:  

( ) .0,,,,,,, =xxxxxxxxtt νuνuνuνuF   (1) 

Our method mainly consists three steps: 

Step 1. Assume that Equation (1) has the following travelling wave 
solutions: 
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and 

,,4
4

2
20

2 ltxGGG +=ξα+α+α=′ k   (3) 

where ,,,, kiii ba α  and l are arbitrary constants. We know that 

Equation (3) has Jacobi elliptic function solutions such as sn, cn, dn, etc. 

Step 2. Balancing the highest order derivative term and the highest 
order nonlinear term of Equation (1), the coefficients of the series    

,,,,,,,,,,,, 4201001 21 kαααmm bbbaaa ……  and l are parameters that 

can be determined. 

Step 3. By substituting Equations (2) and (3) into Equation (1), and 

collecting the coefficients of ,GGi ′  and then setting the coefficients to 
zero, we will obtain a set of algebraic equations. Taking G to be special 
Jacobi elliptic function, and solving the algebraic equations, the solutions 
of Equation (1) can be derived. 

3. The Application of the Direct Algebraic Method 

3.1. The coupled system of variant Boussinesq equations 

The coupled variant Boussinesq system has been derived to describe 
bi-directional propagation in various contexts-for instance, a model for 
water waves [15-18], a Toda lattice model with a transverse degree of 
freedom [19], a two-layered lattice model [20], and a diatomic lattice [21]. 
The model can be written in the form [14, 17, 18, 22] 

,0,0 =λ+++=γ+++ xxxxxtxxtxxt ννuuννuνuuu   (4) 

where γ  and λ  are constants. Consider the travelling wave solutions of 

Equations (2) and (3); then Equation (4) becomes 

( ) ( ) .0,0 3332 =λ+′+′+′=γ+′+′+′ uuννuνlluνuuul kkkkkk  (5) 

Balancing the highest order derivative terms and the highest order 
nonlinear terms in Equation (5), we can find .2,2 21 == mm  Suppose 

the solutions of Equation (4) are of the form 
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( ) ( ) ., 2
210

2
210 GbbbνGaGaau ++=ξ++=ξ   (6) 

Substituting Equations (6) and (3) into Equation (5) yields a set of 
algebraic equations for .and,,,,,,,,,, 420210210 lbbbaaa kααα  These 

equations are found as 

,063,0 41
2

2121
2

1101 =αγ+=αγ+++ laaalabaala kkkkk  

( ) ,06,08222 42
3

2222
2

2
2
1202 =αλ+=αγ++++ abalabaaala kkkkk  

( ) ,0,012 21
3

01101
42

2
22

2 =αλ+++=αγ+ ababalblaa kkkk  

( ) ,0822 22
3

0211202 =αλ++++ abababalb kk  

( ) .063 41
3

1221 =αλ++ ababa kk   (7) 

Now, we search for the elliptic function solutions of Equation (4). 

Case 1. If ,2,1 2
2

2
0 mm −=α−=α  and ,14 −=α  then ( ).ltxdnG += k  

Solving Equation (7), we obtain the travelling wave solutions of Equation 
(4): 

( ) ( ),122
2168, 2

222222222
ltxdnll

lllmtxu +γ+
γ

γ−λ−γ−γ= kk
k

kkk  

( ) ( ) ( ).6
4

168, 22
22

222222
ltxdn

l
llmtxν +λ+

γ

λ+γ−γλ
= kkk  (8) 

Case 2. If ( ) ,12,1 2
2

22
0 −=α−=α mmm  and ,14 =α  then ( ).ltxdsG += k  

Solving Equation (7), we obtain the travelling wave solutions of Equation 
(4): 

( ) ( ),122
2816, 2

222222222
ltxdsll

lllmtxu +γ−
λ

γ+λ+γ−γ−= kk
k

kkk  

( ) ( ) ( ).6
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−= kkk  (9) 
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Remark. Noticed that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ξ→ξξ→ξ csch,sech dsdn  when the 

modulus ,1→m  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ξ→ξξ→ξ csc,tan dsdn  when ,0→m  we 

can obtain the corresponding hyperbolic function solutions and 
triangular-like function solutions of Equation (4) which have been 
proposed in [14]. 

Figure 1(a) and (b) represent the dark and bright solitary solutions 
(8) of the coupled system of variant Boussinesq equations (4) with 

5.0,1.0,5.0 === mlk  in the interval [ ]10,10−∈x  and [ ].1,0∈t  

 

  

Figure 1. Travelling wave solutions (8) of the variant Boussinesq equations 
(4). 
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3.2. The coupled system of KdV equations 

Gear and Grimshaw derived a system of coupled KdV equations to 
model interactions of long waves, for example, in a stratified fluid. 
Specially, their model is [14, 23] 

( ) ( ) ,02,02
2222 =ε+ε+++=νε+νε+++ xxxtxxxt uνuνννuuuu  

(10) 

where ε  is constant. Consider the travelling wave solutions of Equation 
(2). Then Equation (10) becomes 

( ) ( ) ,0233 =′+′+′ε+′++′ νuνuννuuuul kkk  

( ) ( ) .0233 =′+′+′ε+′++′ νuνuuuννννl kkk  (11) 

Balancing the highest order derivative terms and the highest order 
nonlinear terms in Equation (11), we can find .2 21 mm ==  Suppose the 

solutions of Equation (11) are of the form 

( ) ( ) ., 2
210

2
210 GbbbνGaGaau ++=ξ++=ξ   (12) 

Substituting Equations (12) and (3) into Equation (11) yields a set of 
algebraic equations for .and,,,,,,,,,, 420210210 lbbbaaa kααα  These 

equations are found as: 

( ) ,02 0110101021
3

1 =++ε++α+ bababbaaala kkk  

( ) ,022 1221212141
3 =++ε++α babaaabbb kkk  

( ) ( ) ,022222282 200211
2
120

2
12022

3
2 =++++ε+++α+ babababbbaaaala kkk  

( ) ,022 2112212141
3 =++ε++α bababbaaa kkk  

( ) ,02212 22
2
2

2
242

3 =+ε++α babaa kkk  
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( ) ,02 1001101021
3

1 =++ε++α+ babaaabbblb kkk  

( ) ,02212 22
2
2

2
242

3 =+ε++α baabb kkk  

( ) ( ) .022222282 2
120021120

2
1

2
222

3
2 =++++ε+++α+ abababaaabbblb kkk  

(13) 

Now, we search for the elliptic solutions of Equation (10). 

Case 1. If ,2,1 2
2

2
0 mm −=α−=α  and ,14 −=α  then ( ).ltxdnG += k  

Solving Equation (13), the travelling wave solutions of Equation (10) are 
found as: 

( ) ( ) ( ),1284,,,1 22
323

ltxdnlmtxνtxu +−−−−===ε kk
k
kk  (14) 

and 

( ) ( ) ( ).34
84,,,2 22

323
ltxdnlmtxνtxu +−−−−===ε kk

k
kk  (15) 

Case 2. If ( ),1,1 2
20 +−=α=α m  and ,2

4 m=α  then ( ).ltxsnG += k  

The travelling wave solutions of Equation (10) are found as: 

,9
10=ε  

( ) ( ) ( )ltxsnlmmlmtxνtxu +−+±−+−== kkkk
k
kk 5224

9
8
9,, 424

323
 

( ),4
9 222 ltxsnm +− kk   (16) 

and 

( ) ( ) ( ).62
44,,,4 222

323
ltxsnmlmtxνtxu +−−+===ε kk

k
kk  (17) 
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Case 3. If ,21,1 2
2

2
0 mm +−=α−=α  and ,2

4 m−=α  then ( ).ltxcnG += k  

The travelling wave solutions of Equation (10) are found as: 

,9
10=ε  

( ) ( ) ( )ltxcnlmmlmtxνtxu ++−±+−−== kkkk
k
kk 5244

92
8
9,, 424

323
 

( ),4
9 222 ltxcnm ++ kk   (18) 

and 

( ) ( ),62
48,,4 222

323
ltxcnmlmtxu +++−−==ε kk

k
kk  

( ) ( ).128
48, 222

323
ltxcnmlmtxν +−−+−= kkkk  (19) 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

The direct algebraic method has been modified, and by this method 
the Jacobi elliptic function on travelling wave solutions for the coupled 
system of variant Boussinesq equations and the coupled system of KdV 
equations are obtained. The solutions are degenerated to hyperbolic 
function solutions or triangular-like function solutions in the limit cases 
when the modulus of the Jacobi elliptic functions satisfy 1→m  or 

,0→m  which shows that the method is much simple and powerful to 

find new solutions to other nonlinear coupled evolution equations in 
mathematical physics. 
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